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Investor Demand
• increasing private investor focus on fixed income
–

seeking alternative asset classes given current low interest rates
and recent equity market volatility

• private investors using bond funds are keen to take more active
role in managing their portfolio by selecting and trading
individual bonds
–

trading in individual debt securities allows investors to select particular
bond issues and tailor their portfolio

IMA Asset Management Survey 2009/10

– total invested in bond funds up
27% on previous year
– 2009 saw highest ever inflow into
bond funds, net total of £10.7bn
– this inflow driven almost entirely
by private investors (90% of total)
– corporate bonds were best-selling
sector
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Launch of Order book for Retail Bonds
• strong demand from UK private client brokers
for greater access to retail bonds
• customers seeking cost-effective, transparent
mechanism for retail price discovery in
secondary markets for UK sovereign and
corporate bonds
• strong appetite for wider range of retail-size
corporate bonds to be made available
• key aims of ORB are to develop both an
efficient, transparent secondary market in
bonds for UK private investors and establish a
primary market for distribution of dedicated
retail bonds
–

opening up new sources of capital for companies
seeking to diversify their funding
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Key features of the new market model
• Transparency
–

–
–

dedicated market makers are committed to quoting two-way
prices in a range of retail bonds throughout the trading day
• means that private investors can see continuous tradeable
prices on-screen and easily monitor the value of their bond
portfolio
open model for all participants, offers new opportunities for price
improvements
prospectuses for all the bonds on ORB are available to download
free from our website

• Regulatory supervision
–
–

high degree of market monitoring and supervision
EU regulated market, highest standards of disclosure and
transparency
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Electronic Order Book
• new market model means private investors are able to see prices onscreen and trade in bonds in a similar way as they currently do for
shares
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Bonds available on electronic ORB
• initial offering has now expanded to support over 90 corporate
and four supranational bonds
–

at launch, a number of existing retail-size bonds were made
available for continuous quoting on the electronic order book

–

key issuers such as BT, Imperial Tobacco, Marks & Spencer, National
Grid and Rolls Royce

• also offers range of around 50 gilts
–

covers range of maturities, standard gilts (excludes strips, undated,
rump issues)

–

includes inflation-linked gilts
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New bond issues on ORB
• Royal Bank of Scotland bond, tradable in £100 denominations, issued
on the launch day of new market
• Provident Financial introduced a £1 denomination bond in April 2010
• Lloyds TSB launched £100 denomination retail bond in June 2010,
raising £75 million
• RBS launched inflation-linked and floating rate bonds in November
2010, followed by inflation multiplier and step up bonds
• Tesco Bank listed dedicated retail bond on ORB in February 2011,
raising £125 million
• Provident Financial brought a second bond onto ORB in March 2011,
raising £75 million
• European Investment Bank launched a new sterling retail bond on
ORB in March 2011
• Lloyds TSB issued a second new bond in March 2011, raising £150
million
• Places for People, the first non-bank issuer on ORB, launched a fixed
rate bond in June 2011 – raising £140 million
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Market Partners
• ORB is currently supported by five market makers:
• Evolution Securities in gilts and corporates
• Shore Capital and Collins Stewart in a range of corporates
• RBS in the new RBS Royal Bond

• Numis in the new Provident Financial bond
• we are working with market partners to further develop the ORB
and to support new admissions with press/marketing activity
• dedicated partner logos may be displayed by key participants
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Education
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Further Information
Fixed Income
London Stock Exchange
10 Paternoster Square
London EC4M 7LS
Tel:
Email:
Web:

+44 (0)20 7797 3921
bonds@londonstockexchange.com
www.londonstockexchange.com/bondsmadeeasy
www.londonstockexchange.com/retail-bonds
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